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Abstract
This study used a mixed methods approach to evaluate hybrid
peer-assisted learning approaches incorporated into a bioinformatics tutorial for a genome annotation research project.
Quantitative and qualitative data were collected from undergraduates who enrolled in a research-based laboratory course
during two different academic terms at UCLA. Findings indicate that a critical feature of the peer-assisted learning
approach is to have near-peer leaders with genome annotation experience, allowing them to communicate technical and
conceptual aspects of the process in the context of a research
project (a.k.a., the ‘‘big picture’’). These characteristics are im-

portant for creating connections between the wet lab experiments and the computer lab activities, engendering
excitement about the research project and fostering engagement in bioinformatics as a discipline. Likewise, it is essential
to couple tutorial training in genome annotation with appropriate instructional materials, providing detailed, step-by-step
instructions for database navigation. Finally, the assessment
results support this hybrid peer-assisted learning approach as
a model for undergraduates to successfully learn bioinforC 2012 by The International Union
matics in a course setting. V
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Modern research scientists have embraced diverse yet powerful bioinformatics tools as a means to retrieve and investigate
the underlying biological information in genomic datasets.
Such inquiries result in the discovery of novel genes or new
functional properties previously not known or attributed to
particular organisms [1]. Exposure to databases and various
online computational resources can begin at the undergraduate level ([2–8], and references therein). The in silico nature of
this undertaking may trigger unease among biology majors
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with little to no experience in bioinformatics. The challenge
for instructors is to find ways to acquaint these students with
the online tools in a way that both engages student curiosity
and confers the confidence and expertise needed to navigate
the ever-evolving databases. IMG-ACT is a pipeline for integrating genome annotation projects into undergraduate
courses ([3], and series introduction by Kerfeld). In this study,
we describe how peer-assisted learning can be used to help
faculty communicate the technical and conceptual information
needed for students to develop reliable annotation results in
IMG-ACT within a single quarter or semester time-frame.

Curriculum Overview
At UCLA, students in a research-based laboratory curriculum
work in teams of three to four students to annotate genes in
bacterial and bacteriophage genomes. The laboratory program
consists of two consecutive 10-week quarters with students
immersed in a research project, the goal of which is to
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discover novel bacteriophages. The first quarter (referred to as
a Research Immersion Laboratory; course MIMG 103AL) offers
students hands-on experience isolating bacterial viruses from
unique environments such as the skin or soil microbiome,
characterizing viral particles using electron microscopy, and
sequencing viral genomes using next generation sequencing
technology [9,10]. The second quarter (called Advanced
Research Analysis; course MIMG 103BL) emphasizes rigorous
quantitative and computational analysis of data collected during the first quarter. In the case of course 103BL, students utilize bioinformatics tools to investigate viral genome organization and predict functions of virus genes. With a limited
amount of time to annotate an entire bacteriophage genome,
students in course 103BL need to have already acquired the
expertise to select the appropriate bioinformatics tools to reliably verify gene calls and predict gene functions. To achieve
this goal, the IMG-ACT platform is employed during course
103AL to provide students bioinformatics training using a bacterial genome (analogous to the host organism for their phage
discovery projects). An advantage of using a bacterial genome
as the training dataset is that there are ample numbers of
genes with a predicted function; these are much more
straightforward to annotate than the genes of unknown function or hypothetical proteins comprising up to 80% of a bacteriophage genome. Since a goal in the first course is for students to learn how to use the bioinformatics tools, their
training begins with a dataset that generates positive results
that can be interpreted and discussed during class—a practical
and satisfying outcome that students experience much less frequently with their phage genomes during the second quarter.
Importantly, however, this experience gives them context for
interpreting and troubleshooting the more ambiguous results
associated with subsequent analysis of their bacteriophage
genomes.

When Peer-assisted Instruction Meets the Bioinformatics Novice
To create a learner-centered classroom and manage a sizeable
group of students participating in genome annotation with the
training dataset, we developed a peer-assisted method of
instruction [11]. Although the benefits of peer-assisted learning
in undergraduate science courses have been documented previously [12–17], its impact on bioinformatics training in an
undergraduate course, while not unprecedented [5], has not
been systematically studied. Thus, we explored this pedagogical strategy and determined how it might be used effectively in
the context of a bioinformatics research project.
Historically, several types of peer-assisted instruction have
been incorporated into higher education courses requiring the
facilitation of group work [15,18,19]. Among them are nearpeers who have completed the course (e.g. teaching assistants
and tutors) as well as co-peers who are at an equivalent education level as the other students in the course. In recent decades, the peer learning pedagogy has received the support of
national funding agencies like NSF, with the goal of develop-
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ing, assessing, and disseminating best practices in undergraduate science education. Three variations of peer-assisted
learning—Problem-Based Learning (PBL), Process-Oriented
Guided Inquiry Learning (POGIL), and Peer-Led Team Learning (PLTL)—have emerged as means to enhance students’ performance (grades) in science courses and persistence (retention, successful performance over time) in science curricula
[16]. All three pedagogies are constructivist strategies that
echo the national call for science educators to change the way
we teach based on knowledge about the way people learn
[20,21]. Although particular emphases such as classroom elements, roles of the peer leader, and group size differ for each
of these pedagogies, they all share the same goals: (1) to promote higher-order cognitive skills, (2) to foster teamwork and
collaborative problem-solving skills, and (3) to transition students from being passive, superficial learners to active,
engaged and reflective learners [15,16].
Which peer-assisted learning strategy or combination of
strategies an instructor uses typically depends on a number of
factors [14–16,22]. Faculty involvement is critical to the successful implementation of peer-led instruction. Not only must faculty
be content experts but also be supportive and closely involved in
peer learning activities, including peer leader training and the
development of instructional materials used in the course. The
peer leaders themselves must have knowledge of the subject
matter to be conveyed to the larger group. When integrated into
undergraduate classes, PBL and PLTL peer leaders are individuals who have successfully completed the course—a fundamental
source of their content knowledge (‘‘expertise’’)—and have
received formal training in learning theory and small group dynamics [12,14,17,22]. With POGIL work groups, students have
assigned roles, and the instructor facilitates interactions among
group members [16]. To be most effective, peer learning activities need to be mandatory features of a course or at least
required for those students who elect to participate at the start
of the course (i.e., not offered as drop-in sessions). Instructional
materials for peer learning need to be well-conceived and
focused on the learner’s level of experience [15]. The group
assignment itself should be challenging but be comprised of a
problem with an unambiguous and coherent solution. Finally,
there are organizational considerations that must be taken into
account such as the practicalities of the classroom characteristics and peer leader availability. For instance, ideal group size
for PLTL should not exceed six to eight students because larger
groups tend to change the dynamics of the peer learning environment. However, if the number of classrooms or peer leaders
is a limiting factor, then modifications to the instructional strategy (e.g. hybridize different peer learning techniques) can be
implemented to account for scale [16].
Implementing a peer-assisted learning pedagogy in bioinformatics at UCLA presented some challenges which ultimately
resulted in the development of a hybrid version of this instructional model. First, bioinformatics is an activity that requires a
computer and internet connection. So classroom (computer
laboratory) availability was limited. Second, the research-
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FIG 1

Survey results comparing student familiarity with gene annotation upon entering the course (pre-test) and then again upon
completion of the two-quarter course sequence (post-test). The vertical bars in this figure represent the percent of students
that claimed to have used each of the bioinformatics tools or databases listed on the horizontal access. For every tool save for
BLAST, the percent increase of students who used it was very large.

based laboratory curriculum was introduced at UCLA in fall
2010. Being relatively new courses, there was not a large pool
of MIMG 103AL and 103BL alumni who would qualify as suitable peer leaders for small group workshops. Third, the
assigned task did not conform to what might be assigned in a
strictly problem-solving session characteristic of PBL, POGIL,
and PLTL. Specifically, the 103AL class is divided into teams of
three to four students each assigned a different set of genes.
The research goal is for each team to find and annotate
orthologous genes in the bacterial genome using IMG-ACT. By
verifying gene calls and reconstructing enzymatic pathways,
students link genes to function within a relevant biological
context for that organism. This assignment promotes collaborative learning among team members because the end product
is the sum of its parts. Individual students annotate one or two
genes in the pathway; its reconstruction depends on the cooperative efforts of the group (a sample Annotation Report,
which is assembled by the team at the end of the quarter, is
provided in the Supporting Information section). Group interdependence develops from this division of labor, and a shared
end goal motivates them to interact [23]. The gene annotation
assignment is challenging from a technical standpoint because
the majority of students have had little to no experience with
the databases they will be using throughout the quarter. Students enrolled in MIMG 103AL in fall quarter 2011 and spring
quarter 2012 were administered a voluntary, anonymous survey at the beginning and end of the term (see ‘‘Methods’’ for
detailed description of survey protocol). In these surveys, they
were asked to report their level of knowledge of various tools
and databases used in the bioinformatics project. As shown in
Fig. 1 (see pre-test responses), with the exception of BLAST,
less than 20% of the students had any experience using the
tools or databases at the beginning of the term. These results
make it clear that students need technical training (‘‘how to
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use the tools?’’) as well as conceptual guidance (‘‘why use a
particular tool?’’ and ‘‘what do the results mean?’’).

Comparing Hybrid Pedagogical Strategies
What elements of peer-assisted learning work in our bioinformatics classroom? With the above challenges in mind, we
devised two hybrid peer-assisted learning schemes, implementing one approach in fall 2011 and a second in spring
2012. The overarching goal was to determine how to use peerassisted learning most effectively with a gene annotation project. We conducted focus groups to explore student experiences with the two approaches. We also examined scores on specific course assignments as a quantitative measure of student
performance on the annotation project. Table I highlights the
shared and unique components of each quarter’s instructional
approach with a summary of each below.

Fall 2011 Cohort: Two-tiered Learning Utilizing Copeers as Annotation Leaders
A class of 32 students was divided into two laboratory sections,
each with 16 students and led by a Teaching Assistant (TA).
The course instructor held a 75 minute annotation tutorial once
per week in a computer lab. A different subset of students (two
to three per laboratory section) met with the instructor to study
one module in the annotation process each week. There were
between two to three bioinformatics tools or databases covered
in each module. During the annotation tutorial, the instructor
reviewed the PowerPoint presentation containing detailed stepby-step instructions for navigating through each database (see
URL provided in Table I). Each presentation contains extensive
screenshots for online tools and sample results. During the
annotation workshops, students were encouraged to practice
annotating their own genes with the instructor, asking questions and clarifying uncertainties about using each database.

Strategies for Using Peer-assisted Learning Effectively in an Undergraduate Bioinformatics Course

Organizational components of peer-assisted learning strategies
TABLE I

Fall 2011

Spring 2012

Two-tiered learning utilizing co-peer
leaders

Single-tiered learning using near-peer
leaders

Tutorial schedule:

Once per quarter for 75 min in computer
classroom.

Once per week for 75 min in computer
classroom.

Tutorial leader:

Course instructor.

Course instructor or Teaching Assistant
(TA).a

Tutorial enrollment:

Four to six students per week with two
three representatives from each lab section; student group was different every
week.

20–24 students per week; two sections.

Instructional materials:

PowerPoint slidesb with step-by-step instructions with screenshots for navigating each tool/
database, including sample results; organized into weekly modules with two to three tools/
databases covered per module.

Tutorial assignment:

(1) Complete the module for tutorial session attended prior to giving presentation to lab section.

n/a

(2) Practice group presentation.
Role of peer leaders:

(1) Give group presentation during lab
using same slides as tutorial instructor.
(2) Serve as content expert for the module presented; mentor peers in use of
tools and interpretation of results.

Serve as content expert for all modules;
mentor peers in use of tools and interpretation of results.

Team work:

Complete modules each week either during designated class timesc or outside of class.

Compliance check:

Teaching Assistants for laboratory sections check student IMG-ACT notebooks three times per
quarter to confirm students are keeping up with the weekly assignments and that the work
meets quality standards.

a
TAs for the tutorials (near-peers) were the same as those in the laboratory sections for the course. TAs were former undergraduate students
who had successfully completed the course and had experience with all tools and databases used in the annotation project. TAs also completed
a formal pedagogical training course (MIMG 495) and discussed instructional materials with course instructor prior to delivering content or providing project guidance to students.
b
The PowerPoint slides are available on the UCLA website at: http://www.mimg.ucla.edu/faculty/sanders/education.html.
c
There was some time for hands-on annotation work immediately following the peer-led tutorial. There also was time allotted during laboratory
sections for students to go to computer lab to work with teams on their annotation projects. Students were encouraged to meet with their teams
outside of class as well.

After the tutorial, students are expected to complete the module
then work with the other tutorial attendee(s) from their laboratory section to prepare a short 15 minute oral presentation to
be given in their class the following week using slides provided
by the instructor. The goal of this exercise was for the tutorial
attendees to become experts on particular modules, teach their
fellow MIMG 103AL students the given steps each week, and
serve as co-peer mentors during the annotation process
throughout the 10-week quarter. Using this two-tiered method
of peer-assisted instruction, with tier 1 knowledge transfer from
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instructor to co-peer leaders and tier 2 from co-peer leaders to
other students in the class, students were expected to learn
how to navigate genomic databases, extract and interpret
meaningful results, and reconstruct biochemical pathways in
different bacteria.

Spring 2012 Cohort: Single-tiered Learning Using
Near-peer Annotation Leaders
A class of 43 students was divided into three laboratory sections, each with 13 to 16 students and led by a Teaching
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Demographic information for study sample by percent
TABLE II

Grade level

Gender
Term

Men

Women

URM

Fall 2011 (n ¼ 32)

43.75

56.25

Spring 2012 (n ¼ 43)

37.2

62.8

a

a

Junior

Senior

12.5

0.0

100.0

16.3

69.7

27.9

Under-represented Racial Minority (URM) students included Students who self-identified as Latina/o, African American, or American Indian.

Assistant (TA). A 75 minute annotation tutorial was offered
once per week in two available computer labs, each with
approximately half the class (20–24 students). One tutorial section was led by the course instructor and the other by TAs,
former undergraduates who had successfully completed the
course and acquired formal pedagogical training through a
departmental TA training course (near-peers). During the tutorials, the instructor or near-peers would review the PowerPoint presentations, with step-by-step instructions for the modules. Every student had their own computer workstation and
was able to practice annotating their genes with the instructor
or near-peers throughout the tutorial. Student teams were
expected to work on their annotation assignments during allotted class time or outside of class all through the quarter. This
single-tiered method of peer-assisted instruction facilitated
transfer of knowledge from the instructor or near-peer leaders
to students in the class.

Assessment Methodology
To understand the role of peer interactions on learning gene
annotation and evaluate different approaches to delivering the
information required to use the bioinformatics tools and databases, we utilized a mixed method design. This strategy consisted of collecting and analyzing both quantitative and qualitative data. As noted by Creswell and Plano Clark [24],
quantitative and qualitative methods can work together to provide a more complete picture of the research problem. Three
sources of data were utilized in this study: pre/post student
surveys, course assignment scores, and two semistructured
focus group interviews. Data were collected separately for
each of the student groups, fall 2011 and spring 2012,
respectively.

Quantitative Design
The quantitative data for this study came from two sources,
the IMG-ACT pre/post survey and students’ course assignments. The IMG-ACT surveys provide quantitative data illustrating students’ familiarity with gene annotation upon entering and completing MIMG 103AL. The surveys were taken
anonymously. The pre-survey was an assignment given to all
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75 students enrolled in the courses. The post-survey was a not
a course assignment in fall 2011 and as such the response
rates for this survey differ from the pre-survey. The final analytic sample for this data source included 69 pre-survey
responses (30 fall 2011, 39 spring 2012) and 46 post-survey
responses (5 fall 2011, 41 spring 2012) yielding a response
rate of 92% on the pre-survey and 61% on the post-survey.
Scores from specific assignments related to the gene annotation portion of the course provided another source of quantitative data. In MIMG 103AL, students were asked to complete
an annotation notebook as well as write a team annotation
report by the end of the term. These assignment scores, along
with the combined total of all their annotation assignments,
comprise the quantitative data used to understand students’
technical and conceptual understanding of the gene annotation
project. Scores were compiled for all students who completed
the course, which yielded a total sample of 32 students in fall
2011 and 43 students in spring 2012.
Demographic information for the overall sample population for these data sources can be found in Table II.
For the IMG-ACT surveys and course assignment information, descriptive analyses were conducted, providing a basic
understanding of students’ experiences with gene annotation
as well as their overall performance in the class. To find
potential differences in their levels of understanding of gene
annotation process, three independent sample t-tests were
conducted using the gene annotation notebook grade, final
gene annotation report grade, and the overall combined gene
annotation grade.

Qualitative Design
The second phase of data collection consisted of two focus
group interviews. These involved students who previously enrolled in MIMG 103AL in fall 2011 or who were currently enrolled in course 103AL in spring 2012. Students in the fall
2011 cohort who were still involved in a gene annotation project were invited to participate in the fall 2011 focus group. All
students enrolled in course 103AL in spring 2012 were invited
to participate in the spring 2012 focus group. This yielded a
student sample for the fall 2011 that was comprised of five
women (20% URM) and the spring 2012 sample included three
women and four men (28.6% URM). Participants from the fall
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Comparison of mean scores for gene annotation assignments
TABLE III

Fall 2011

Spring 2012

Differencea

Significanceb

Annotation notebookc (total possible score ¼ 60 pts)

55.06

57.33

2.27

0.008

Annotation reportd (total possible score ¼ 50 pts)

44.50

46.70

2.20

0.000

0.95

0.96

0.01

0.463

e

Annotation total score (proportion correct)
a

Difference between fall 2011 and spring 2012 mean scores for each assignment category.
Difference between mean scores for each assignment analyzed using an independent samples t-test. The p-value cut-off for significance is
0.05. p-Values less than 0.05 indicate there is a significant difference between scores of students in the two cohorts whereas p-values greater
than 0.05 show that there is no significant difference between mean scores.
c
The notebook was evaluated for each individual on a project team. There were three notebook checks conducted by the TAs during the quarter, each worth 20 points each for a total possible score of 60 pts.
d
The report was evaluated per team with contributions by individuals counting towards the total number of points possible for this assignment.
e
In addition to the notebook and report, there were other points students could earn related to the annotation project. In fall 2011, there were
up to 80 points awarded for attendance and participation in the annotation tutorial one week per quarter, presenting the PowerPoint slides during lab sections, and evaluating the presentations as feedback for the presenters. In spring 2012, there were up to 50 points awarded for weekly
attendance and participation in the annotation tutorial. Because the maximum number of possible points for the annotation assignments was
different for each quarter, the proportion of possible points (rather than total number of points) was reported and compared.
b

2011 group were all graduating seniors, while the seven students from spring 2012 were juniors. These groups were fairly
representative of the overall student population in the two
courses (see Table II).
The focus group interviews were semistructured and
ranged from 40 to 45 minutes. The semistructured strategy
was used as it can allow researchers to ‘‘delve deeply into a
topic and to understand thoroughly the answers provided’’
while also keeping the style ‘‘somewhat conversational’’ [25].
The focus group interview questions were developed by the
authors (see Supporting Information) and consisted of seven
general questions focused on students’ experiences with gene
annotation and aspects of the course that proved helpful learning the process. The interview protocol also probed more specifics from the IMG-ACT survey on students’ familiarity with
gene annotation. Four additional questions were posed to the
fall 2011 cohort to understand their experiences with the twotiered peer instruction strategy used that term. All of the interviews were digitally recorded, transcribed, and then checked
for accuracy.
To interpret the focus group interview data, a coding
scheme was developed by examining the transcriptions and
organizing the material into meaningful segments [26] based
on the initial focus group protocol and preliminary data analyses from the IMG-ACT survey. These segments consisted of
students’ direct quotes, which allowed for the students’ voices
to emerge and for direct interpretation of the data. Themes
were identified upon inspection of these segments in conjunction with the quantitative data. These themes, which will be
discussed in more detail in the results section, are the perspectives of multiple individuals and are supported by the
text.
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Results
Pre/Post Surveys: Students Report Increased Levels of
Experience Using Bioinformatics Tools
As discussed above, students in MIMG 103AL started the term
with little to no experience with most bioinformatics tools (see
Fig. 1). In comparison, by the end of the term, students
reported large increases in their level of experience with each
database. The annotation project visibly succeeded in exposing
students to a wide range of bioinformatics tools that they otherwise may never have used.

Analysis of Scores on Annotation Assignments Suggests There is No Difference in Quality of Student
Work Between Quarters
There were two assignments given in MIMG 103AL each quarter related specifically to the gene annotation project. Every
student was assigned either two or three genes to annotate
and was asked to maintain a digital notebook throughout the
quarter, recording the results from their database searches
each week for all of their assigned genes. Student teams were
required to submit a final report comprised of individual gene
annotation summaries (IMG-ACT online reports) and a collective evaluation of the team results for each gene in a biochemical pathway, justifying (or contradicting) the accuracy of the
automated gene call (see sample report in Supporting Information). Reported in Table III are the mean scores by quarter for
both assignments, the difference between mean scores on
these two assignments for the fall and spring quarters, and the
results of an independent sample t-test for each grade
category.
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The t-test results reveal significant differences between
the scores of students in the fall 2011 and spring 2012 cohorts
on the annotation notebook (p ¼ 0.008; with a 2.27 point
mean difference between the two groups) and the annotation
report (p ¼ 0.000; with a 2.20 point mean difference between
the two groups). Given that the mean scores for these assignments differ by less than 2.5 points, it is important to interpret
these differences with caution. In particular, while the means
are statistically different, practically speaking these differences
could be attributed to noise in the dataset. For example, as
shown in Table II, the two cohorts are comprised of students
at different grade levels, with fall 2011 being made up entirely
of seniors and spring 2012 reflecting a mixture of juniors and
seniors. The differences in scores could be impacted by demographic dissimilarities with seniors potentially less engaged or
enthusiastic about the project than juniors [27]. Additionally,
the two cohorts were taught by different instructors; thus, performance evaluation criteria may have been somewhat different between the two cohorts. The significant differences
observed with the notebooks and the reports disappear when
other annotation related activities for which points were
awarded are taken into account. As shown in the last row of
Table III, there is no significant difference between mean total
scores (p ¼ 0.463). Taken together, these results indicate that,
despite changing the peer-assisted instructional approach
from one quarter to the next, there was little to no difference
in overall levels of technical and conceptual understanding of
gene annotation by students in fall 2011 compared with those
in spring 2012 at least with respect to their performance on
graded, medium to low stake assignments.

Deconstructing Focus Group Responses Provides
Insights into Student Experience
The resulting five themes that emerged from the analysis of
the focus group discussions are shown in Table IV. Interview
responses revealed substantial insights about students’ overall
experience with genome annotation tools (databases), identified critical instructional materials for bioinformatics work,
showed the extent to which students appreciated a training
exercise and understood its application to their bacteriophage
research project, and unveiled essential characteristics of an
effective peer leader.
Consistent with the IMG-ACT pre-survey findings, very few
students in the focus groups reported they had any familiarity
with gene annotation at the start of the term. For instance,
some had heard of BLAST, but had never used it. Additionally,
as reported in the IMG-ACT post-survey results, the majority
of students felt they became more comfortable with the databases over time. Notably, students in both focus groups spoke
about the importance of the PowerPoint slides in helping them
learn and become more comfortable with the material. All students felt that the slides were crucial to their understanding
about how the databases worked (e.g. bioinformatics technique—the ‘‘how’’). Students in the spring cohort also stated
that having access to individual computer workstations during
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the tutorial provided an opportunity for them to have handson experience with the databases, thereby creating an active
(versus passive) learning environment.
Perhaps surprisingly, students in the fall cohort felt they
did not acquire enough information from their co-peer leaders,
TAs, or course instructor about why they were using such a
diverse array of bioinformatics tools. While they understood
that each database produced different types of results related
to protein function, students did not appreciate how to connect
the database function with the scientific question they were
trying to answer (conceptual knowledge). For instance, if a
student finds a gene with amino acid sequence homology to a
transporter by BLAST search, then s/he should predict that the
protein contains transmembrane helices and localizes to a
membrane, testing their hypothesis using tools such as
TMHMM and PSORT, respectively [28–30]. Furthermore,
understanding solely how to do the data analysis (technical
knowledge) was not a constructive learning experience for students; they also demanded context and relevance for their
computational tasks (a.k.a., the ‘‘big picture’’). For example,
students in fall described a disconnect between the bacteriophage discovery project in the wet laboratory and the genome
annotation project in the computer lab. Students did not
appear to understand how the tools they were learning in
MIMG 103AL could be applied to bioinformatics investigations
with their own phage genomes in MIMG 103BL. These two
shortcomings—lack of conceptual knowledge and ‘big picture’
understanding—were not echoed by students in the spring
focus group. Instead, they felt the near-peer leaders (TAs who
had completed the course previously) and the instructor (not
the same faculty member who trained the fall cohort)
imparted both the ‘‘how’’ and the ‘‘why’’ during weekly tutorial
discussions. This finding suggests the expertise near-peer leaders bring to the classroom is an important aspect to creating a
positive learning experience with genome annotation projects.
Interestingly, students in both cohorts reported feeling that
a conceptual understanding of genome annotation is important
for student engagement in the bioinformatics component of
their research projects—that is, getting students excited and
motivated to do bacteriophage genome annotation in MIMG
103BL. As a student in the fall cohort noted, ‘‘…I felt really
comfortable with the program and I had a full grasp of it. And
it was kind of exciting finding functions of genes.’’ Conceptual
and technical knowledge of the bioinformatics project, whether
acquired in MIMG 103AL or 103BL, enabled students to make
connections that also promoted project ownership, or pride, in
their work. One student in the spring cohort indicated that he
became more excited about the project over time, noting the instructor showed the class ‘‘pictures of how these things would
look like, [making] it… interesting.’’ Other students in the spring
cohort spoke about how much they appreciated the chance to
connect what they learned in other classes to something ‘‘you
can do… it was pretty awesome’’ (student in spring cohort).
Finally, the focus group discussions helped uncover which
aspects of peer-assisted instruction were critical for successful
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Focus group interview results by theme and term
TABLE IV

Outcomes

Fall 2011

1. Initial familiarity with genome annotation (‘‘what’’)

Majority not
annotation.

2. Gaining a technical understanding of genome annotation (‘‘how’’)

PowerPoint slides crucial for technical (step-by-step) understanding.

3. Gaining a conceptual understanding of genome annotation (‘‘why’’)

Students wanted more ‘‘big picture’’
information from co-peer mentors
and the instructor.

Students gained more ‘‘big picture’’
understanding of when and why to use
specific databases from tutorials given
by the instructor or near-peer leaders.

4. Engagement in material and
pride in work (‘‘when’’)

Half of the students wanted to continue to learn about annotation
once they felt they had a good
understanding of the material.

The majority of students discussed their
interest in the project and how this
class was very informative.

Half wanted to continue to learn
about gene annotation because
they were excited about finding
out more about their phages.

The majority of students also said they
felt excitement and pride in their work,
which encouraged them to speak to
peers about the course or show their
work to their peers.

Peer mentor instruction acquired
during tutorials did not make
those students an ‘‘expert’’ on the
material. Instead, the student(s)
who had already successfully
completed the assignment was
considered the ‘‘expert.’’

Near-peer leaders who had taken the
course and were trained on teaching
pedagogies were viewed as peer
‘‘experts.’’

In general, co-peers were helpful,
but primarily for technical help
navigating the databases.

Students felt comfortable seeking the
near-peer leader’s assistance mostly for
technical questions, but also for a conceptual understanding of material.

5.

Who is
(‘‘who’’)

the

‘‘expert’’?

familiar

Spring 2012
gene

Majority
not
annotation.

familiar

with

gene

PowerPoint slides crucial for technical
(step-by-step) understanding.
Access to individual workstation facilitated technical understanding.

dissemination of the genome annotation process. Recall that
the fall cohort experienced a two-tiered learning approach
(Table I) in which co-peers became the leaders responsible for
teaching fellow students the ‘‘how’’ and ‘‘why’’ of genome
annotation. Scores on annotation assignments indicate students achieved these goals with a mean of over 90% on the
annotation notebook and 89% on the final report (Table III).
However, after discussing their experience with this instructional strategy with the focus group participants from the fall
cohort, we learned that it was not necessarily the presenters
who provided the expertise needed to help students navigate
the databases and interpret the results. Instead, those who
had already successfully completed a module (had the experience) emerged as co-peer leaders in the course. As one student said, expertise came from ‘‘…whether or not you did it,
not whether you taught it.’’ These experienced students, now
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with

considered the ‘‘experts’’ in their laboratory section, were
most useful for technical (the ‘‘how’’), rather than conceptual
(the ‘‘why’’), support. Consequently, conceptual knowledge was
not obviously attained until students were well into the second
course, MIMG 103BL, working on their own bacteriophage
genomes. As one student in the fall cohort described, ‘‘by the
end of the quarter [MIMG 103BL] I figured it out. And then we
were able to fix our phage… and seeing it through to the
end… was great.’’ This finding underscores two major points.
First, the annotation assignments in MIMG 103AL may only be
measuring technical achievements and scores do not reflect
student conceptual understanding of gene annotation. One student from fall 2011 substantiated this sentiment about the
notebooks during the focus group, stating ‘‘I would just get
through it basically and have no real understanding’’. Second,
co-peer leaders can successfully disseminate the technical
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information needed to help students complete the annotation
tasks and were viewed as ‘‘lifelines for understanding’’ (student in fall cohort), but their level of expertise (and thus value
to other students in the class) relied on experience using the
databases, not simply attending the tutorials with the instructor or presenting the PowerPoint slides. Of note, one of the tutorial assignments in fall 2011 was for students to complete
the module prior to giving their presentations to the laboratory
sections. However, we learned that this requirement was not
always met and so diminished the designated co-peer leader’s
role in instruction.
Our experiences with the fall cohort informed changes to
the peer learning approach for the spring cohort. Specifically, in
spring we used a single-tiered learning approach in which nearpeer leaders met with the same group of students each week for
the tutorial session (Table I). These meetings took place in a
computer lab so individual students could practice using the
online tools as the near-peer leader was going through the material with the class. One disadvantage to this strategy was that
the group size approached that of a discussion section (recitation), so there was concern that the dynamics of the experience
would change, potentially discouraging team work or promoting
passive learning. However, student responses in the focus group
from spring quarter suggest otherwise, confirming that they
viewed their near-peer leaders as ‘‘experts’’ and felt comfortable
seeking their help with both technical and conceptual questions
related to genome annotation. Interestingly, while students
admitted that they still felt a bit like novices at the end of MIMG
103AL, they also indicated that they thought the annotation project prepared them for their MIMG 103BL projects to be undertaken the next quarter, that they had developed a commitment
and desire to understand more.

Conclusions and Future Directions
Taken together, the findings of this study have shaped how we
move forward using peer learning effectively to teach undergraduates how to do genome annotation. Critical ingredients for successfully carrying out this instructional methodology in a bioinformatics classroom include providing students technical
understanding of the databases (the ‘‘how’’) as well as conceptual
knowledge about the overall annotation process (the ‘‘why’’).
Near-peer leaders seem to be more effective than co-peers at
communicating the conceptual knowledge and the ‘‘big picture’’
to students, the latter of which is critical for fostering excitement
about their research projects and getting them engaged in the
bioinformatics components in particular. The students valued
having detailed instructions for using the databases provided in
the PowerPoint slides. In fact, they were viewed as the most important tools in the course. As one student puts it, ‘‘They take
you step-by-step so there is no question in what you’re supposed
to do.’’ Technical understanding was also enhanced by having
the tutorial sessions in a computer lab where students had
access to individual work stations. Furthermore, this environ-
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ment was conducive to active learning since students could have
a hands-on experience with near-peer leaders.
Evaluating the hybrid peer-assisted learning approach in
the two courses offered us a unique lens by which to decide
how best to continue bioinformatics training as an important
feature of the new laboratory curriculum. We will retain TAs
as near-peer leaders for the tutorials. And while computer lab
availability may limit our ability to decrease the class size, we
will recruit more undergraduate alumni to assist near-peers
with tutorial instruction during MIMG 103AL. These undergraduate assistants can facilitate mentoring of smaller groups
within the larger class, helping to transform the tutorials into
problem-solving sessions for teams. These pedagogical interventions should enable us to achieve the three primary goals
of peer-assisted learning in bioinformatics: Promoting higherorder cognitive skills (conceptual, not just technical, understanding of genome annotation), fostering collaborative problem-solving (team-based, hypothesis-driven genome annotation
projects), and creating an active learning environment (handson experience with computation).
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